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The Roll by Emil Sholle  Date ‐ 1957  Rudimental – 50% Publisher – Brook Publishing Co.  Concert/General – 50% Pages ‐ 26  Exercises ‐ 83 In his preface to the book, Sholle writes,“. . . there is a scarcity of material which gives us exercises written for the definite purpose of developing a good roll.”  Attempting to fill a void left by many other method books, Sholle develops a rigorous set of exercises specifically for the development of a high‐quality roll.  Sholle does not distinguish whether to use a buzz roll or open roll, and instead insists that the number of bounces each stick creates is up to the student as long as they are equal.  However, throughout the book rolls are noted using slashes, which can be confusing and open to some interpretation.  Eighth notes are given two slashes, and sixteenth notes given one slash.  This notation is commonly interpreted as an open roll; that is, two bounces per stick.  However, quarter notes and larger note values are given three slashes, commonly interpreted as a closed or buzz roll.  The exercises are divided into sections, with each section focusing on a particular skill.  The use of eighth note and sixteenth note triplets, along with various other combinations of note values, requires an intermediate to advanced level of reading.  The volume of these technique‐specific exercises is effective and valuable.  However, the beginning student, without an instructor, is severely disadvantaged.  Additionally, the lack of specific roll instruction could 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lead to misinterpretation and confusion.  The Roll provides a wealth of roll exercises that, if practiced properly, can be valuable to the developing percussionist and professional alike.  





















Intermediate Drum Method by Roy Burns  Date ‐ 1967  Rudimental – 40% Publisher – Belwin Mills Publishing Corp.  Concert/General – 60% Pages ‐ 80  Exercises ‐ 72 
  Etudes ‐ 31 This intermediate snare drum method book is meant to “provide the student, as well as teacher, with a more comprehensive and enjoyable secondary step on the way to becoming a percussionist.”49  The method naturally skips sections, such as drum maintenance, grip, stroke, and music reading, and instead begins with a review of rhythmic notation followed by single‐strokes and rudiments.  However, the exercises that accompany each rudiment are more thorough and versatile, providing the student with more challenging musical material.  The intermediate method book also offers significant instruction on accent patterns and syncopation, although the textual content may be inadequate for many students.  Many etudes or “studies” are provided that are one or more pages in length.  These are soloistic, unlike those in the elementary book, and combine several rudiments and techniques that challenge the intermediate snare drummer.  The intermediate method book continues the snare drum study began in the elementary book, providing comparable organization and formatting with increased complexity and thoroughness as well as musical contextualization through quality etudes.                                                            49 Roy Burns, Intermediate Drum Method (Miami, Fla.: Belwin Mills Publishing Corp., 1967), 2. 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Savage Rudimental Workshop by Matt Savage  Date – 2001  Rudimental – 100% Publisher – Warner Bros. Publications  Exercises – 428 Pages – 160  Solos ‐ 42 The Savage Rudimental Workshop is designed for use by all levels of percussionists.  The beginning student will discover the basic workings of the essential rudiments; the intermediate student will apply the rudiments in more complex ways; and the advanced student will be able to take the rudiments to higher levels of understanding, composition, and performance.67   The method book is separated into three large sections that Savage calls components.  The first component features rudimental exercises, the second rudimental solos, and the third incorporates the included compact discs.  This is one of only a few popular method books that use media and actually direct the student on how to utilize them.  Attention is also given, through the use of text and quality images, on the stroke types; the natural stroke, down stroke, up stroke, and tap stroke.  Exact stick position and direction on how to execute each one is given.  However, specific physical description of stick grip is not included.  Additionally, instructions for executing a rim shot, rim click, stick click, and stick shot are provided.  Textual content is given throughout, and rudiments that require a combination of strokes are thoroughly notated; the different stroke types necessary for execution of the rudiment are highlighted.  This method is                                                         67 Matt Savage, Savage Rudimental Workshop (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 2001), 1. 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thorough, treating each of the 40 rudiments equally, creating a method that flows well and provides variation through creative etudes.  Additionally, each exercise and subsequent etude has a corresponding track on the included compact discs.  The use of text, media, and pictorials further enhance the experience.  However, a basic understanding of rhythmic notation is necessary before attempting this method because of the lack of rhythmic reading instruction. 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